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n Gold edged up today in Asian trading session on a weaker dollar and as equities
plunged on soft Chinese trade data that stoked concerns about the health of
the world's No.2 economy.

n The Yellow precious metal rose even after minutes from a U.S Federal Reserve
meeting last month signalled that the central bank could raise interest rates
in December.

.

n Despite the FOMC minutes that were released overnight, gold prices didn't
really move. This strongly suggests that gold prices at this juncture, of $1,250,
have already digested the probability of a rate hike around this year. Various
headwinds to the global economy would buoy safe-haven demand for bullion,
with the metal likely to touch $1,300 by the year-end

..

n Several voting Federal Reserve policymakers judged a rate hike would be
warranted "relatively soon" if the U.S. economy continued to strengthen but
doubts on inflation remained, according to the minutes of the Fed's September
policy meeting released yesterday.

n Gold has been under pressure but we do not think the FOMC minutes will add
materially to the downwards slant of the market. But without further increases,
some of the pressure on gold may come off.

n Spot gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,257.95 an ounce, while U.S. gold futures
advanced 0.5 percent to $1,259.80 an ounce. There is a lot of buying on the
physical side in Asia, mainly from China and buying from exchange-traded
funds after recent dips.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six major
currencies, was down nearly 0.1 percent at 97.924. China's September exports
dropped 10 percent from a year earlier, far more than what markets had
expected, while imports unexpectedly shrank 1.9 percent.

December Comex Gold closed lower on Wednesday

after the release of the minutes from the September

Fed meeting. The price action indicates that the news

contained in the report may have already been priced

into the market. At this time, the direction of the gold

market is being controlled by the U.S. Dollar and

Treasury yields. Both indicate the Fed is likely to raise

rates in December. Higher interest rates would be

bearish for gold prices. The price action also suggests

the market may be technically oversold.  The sideways

price action the last three days also suggests impending

volatility. The chart shows there is room to the upside

and the downside. A move to the upside will likely set

up the next shorting opportunity. A move to the

downside may indicate that longs are finally throwing

in the towel on the long side. The main trend is down

according to the daily swing chart.
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n Gold prices ticked higher yesterday after the

release of minutes from the U.S Federal Reserve�s

latest meeting

n Gold for December delivery was recently up 0.1%

at $1,257 a troy ounce

n Minutes from the Fed�s September meeting

showed that the decision to stand pat was a �close

call.�

n The minutes highlighted internal divisions over

the timing of the next rate move

n Gold sold off last week on U.S economic data

and comments from Fed officials
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n Oil prices fell today in Asian session after OPEC said its production had risen
to the highest level in at least eight years and following reports of an increase
in U.S. crude stockpiles.

n U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude was down 42 cents, or 0.84 percent,
at $49.76 per barrel. Oil markets had come under pressure after the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) reported a rise in output, despite
the producer cartel having plans, potentially with non-OPEC producer Russia,
to cut production in a bid to rein in a global glut.

n OPEC in yesterday�s session reported its oil production climbed in September
to the highest in at least eight years, and raised its forecast for 2017 non-OPEC
supply growth, pointing to a larger surplus next year despite the group's proposal
to cut output.

n The group pumped 33.39 million barrels per day (bpd) last month, up 220,000
bpd in August. In the absence of any OPEC-Russia headlines to give crude
its daily adrenaline shot, the market looks nervously to the EIA crude inventory
figures due in the U.S this evening.

n The Energy Information Administration is due to publish official storage inventory
data later today. The private American Petroleum Institute reported on Wednesday
that U.S. crude inventories rose by 2.7 million barrels to 470.9 million barrels
in the week to Oct. 7. This would be the first rise in oil stocks following five
straight weeks of declines.

n The market received some support from China, which imported record volumes
of crude oil last month, eclipsing the U.S as the world's top buyer of foreign
oil for the third time in a year, in a trend that could soon put the Asian nation
at the top of the world's oil import table permanently. China's September crude
imports rose 18 percent from a year earlier to 33.06 million tonnes.

Crude oil prices reversed early gains falling 1.22% on

the session. Factors limiting gains have been renewed

dollar strength, along with the IEA's downgraded

expectations for 2017 oil demand growth. Traders

await Thursday inventory report from the Department

of Energy that was delayed one day due to the

Columbus Day holiday. Support on crude oil is seen

near the 10-day moving average at 49.60, while

resistance is seen near the June and October highs

at 51.65.  Momentum is positive but the trajectory of

the MACD (moving average convergence divergence)

index has flattened reflecting some consolidation. The

RSI (relative strength index) also ran into resistance

failing to break above the 68 level, and marking the

end of positive momentum for crude oil prices. A break

above the $52 level would be a longer-term �buy-and-

hold� type of situation.

n Crude retreated after data from the Organization

of the Petroleum Exporting Countries showed a

further increase in its output

n Crude for delivery in November  traded at $49.80

a barrel, down $0.38, or 0.8%

n OPEC�s production in September rose by 220,000

barrels a day to 33.39 million bpd

n The strong production by OPEC amid an outcry

to cut output highlights the eagerness of OPEC

members to protect their market shares

n Another headwind facing oil prices is the possible

increase in U.S crude inventories
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n The combination of a strengthening dollar and rising bond yields was an
important negative factor for silver prices during the day and, in this context,
the overall performance was broadly resilient.

n After holding support levels on Tuesday, silver maintained a steadier tone in
Asian trading on Wednesday with highs just above $17.60 per ounce. The
dollar was a key focus during the day as the US trade-weighted index
strengthened to fresh seven-month highs with EUR/USD dipping to test the
1.1000 area.

n Global bond markets were also an important focus with yields moving higher
once again. US yields moved to fresh four-month highs near 1.80%, while
German yields also moved to 0.07% during the day and close to highs seen
in mid-September.

n As the dollar gained ground, there was fresh downward pressure on silver with
lows just below $17.40. Overall support held relatively firm and there was relief
that gold held above the $1,250 level.

n The US job-openings data was weaker than expected with a decline to 5.44mn
for August from a revised 5.83mn the previous month, although openings and
hires were still above the levels of last year and the data also continued to
show a strong net increase in employment.

n New York Federal Reserve President Dudley stated that the Fed could afford
to be gentle in raising rates given that labour market indicators overall suggested
a higher degree of slack than suggested by the headline unemployment rate.

n Minutes from the September FOMC meeting were released but failed to
introduce volatility in the markets. The minutes indicated a division among Fed
members with strong arguments for and against a rate hike.  The primary
concern for the Fed remains subdued inflation level.

Silver markets had a fairly neutral session during the

day on Wednesday as we continue to hover around

the $17.50 handle. Because of this, I believe that we

are going to stay in consolidation with the $17 level

below been that support, and the $18 level above

being the resistance. I personally will be taking any

trades in this market until we break above $18 or below

$17, but short-term traders may be tempted to go back

and forth with short-term trades or perhaps even short-

term binary options at this point in time as the ranges

so well defined. Silver prices continue to consolidate,

and have failed so far to put in a significant daily high

or low for the week. Support for the commodity may

be found at Friday�s daily low of $17.09. If Silver prices

break below this low, it may suggest a continuation of

the commodities intermediate downtrend. Alternatively,

a break to new highs suggests a possible retracement.

n Silver prices bounced from important zone late

last week, and had made some further gains

earlier this week

n Silver prices are being held higher by the 200-

period daily moving average

n Minutes from the September FOMC meeting were

released today but failed to introduce volatility in

the markets

n There was an emphasis that the Fed remains

data dependent

n Further incoming data would ultimately determine

the timing of the next rate hike
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